I. INTRODUCTION
The attenuation of ultrasound in soft tissue is described by a power law of the form aðxÞ ¼ a 0 x y , where this relation is a "power law" because the attenuation is proportional to x raised to the y power. In the expression for aðxÞ, a 0 is the attenuation constant in Np/cm/MHz y or dB/cm/MHz y , y is the power law exponent, and x is the angular frequency in radians/s. Power law attenuation of compressional waves in medical ultrasound is often modeled with noninteger order derivatives with respect to the time and/or space variables, i.e., with fractional calculus. For time-and space-fractional models of power law attenuation, the close connection between power law attenuation and fractional calculus is evident in the expression for the derivative operation ðjxÞ y in the frequency domain, which contains the power law term x y .
Time-fractional and space-fractional wave equations that describe power law attenuation are often characterized through the attenuation and phase velocity, which are obtained from the imaginary and real parts of the wavenumber k, respectively. Other methods for analyzing timefractional wave equations include the Kramers-Kronig relations, 1 the Paley-Wiener theorem, 2 and time-causal theories. 3 Time-fractional wave equations are also evaluated through time-domain analysis of the material impulse response function (MIRF) 4 and time-domain Green's functions. 5, 6 Much of this analysis concentrates on the causality; however, the distinction between these is very subtle because the attenuation is very similar in each of the fractional calculus models for medical ultrasound. When present, the noncausal components of power law attenuation models are only evident in time-domain Green's functions evaluated very close to the origin. 5 For example, the noncausal components of the time-domain Green's function for the power law wave equation are observed in the results of numerical calculations within 10 nm of the source for breast and within 10 zm (where zm represents zeptometers or 10 À21 m) for liver.
Elsewhere, examples of noncausal behavior in the timedomain are very difficult to identify because beyond a very short distance from the origin, the time-domain Green's function in noncausal fractional calculus models is very small for all times t < 0 compared to the value at the peak. 5 Determining whether a space-fractional model is causal or noncausal requires a different approach because the dispersion relations for space-fractional equations are transcendental equations. This is further confounded by the various claims that appear in the literature, where one paper indicates that the Chen-Holm space-fractional wave equation is causal, 7 two papers claim that the Chen-Holm spacefractional wave equation is noncausal, 8, 9 and one other paper suggests that the Chen-Holm and Treeby-Cox spacefractional wave equations are both noncausal. 10, 11 If these space-fractional wave equations are noncausal, then some evidence of noncausal behavior is expected very close to the origin, as demonstrated in Ref. 5 for two noncausal timefractional wave equations. Similarly, if these space-fractional wave equations are causal, then the time-domain Green's functions are expected to consistently equal zero at all times t < 0, including all locations very close to the origin. Since these results have not yet been demonstrated for either of these space-fractional wave equations, additional evaluations are needed.
To definitively establish whether the Chen-Holm and Treeby-Cox wave equations are causal or noncausal and also to evaluate the similarities and differences in the timedomain Green's functions for both of these space-fractional wave equations, some new analytical expressions and numerical results are introduced. After the fractional partial differential equations, the dispersion relations, and other important expressions are provided for the Chen-Holm and the Treeby-Cox space-fractional wave equations, a numerical calculation approach that combines Filon's integration formula with the Pantis method to evaluate a highly oscillatory improper integral is established for time-domain Green's function calculations. The power law wave equation, which is a time-fractional wave equation, is also included as a reference. Analytical expressions showing that the Chen-Holm and the Treeby-Cox space-fractional wave equations are both causal are also introduced. The results show that there is a small but noticeable difference between numerically calculated values for the attenuation and dispersion and the values predicted by previously published models and that the discrepancy is eliminated when additional terms are included in the approximations for the attenuation and dispersion. Numerical evaluations of the time-domain Green's functions also reinforce that both of these spacefractional wave equations are causal. Although both of these space-fractional wave equations demonstrate similar attenuation as a function of frequency, the phase velocities for the Chen-Holm and Treeby-Cox wave equations are quite different. The results also show that the time-domain Green's functions for the Treeby-Cox wave equation and the power law wave equation yield approximately the same result a short distance from the origin. When convolved with a short input pulse, the time-domain Green's functions for the Treeby-Cox wave equation and the power law wave equation are also nearly identical, but the results obtained with the time-domain Green's function for the Chen-Holm wave equation are also different. Except for some very limited circumstances, the space-fractional Treeby-Cox wave equation and the time-fractional power law wave equation yield similar results, even though the former is causal and the latter is noncausal.
II. TIME-FRACTIONAL AND SPACE-FRACTIONAL WAVE EQUATIONS

A. Power law attenuation and dispersion
The attenuation aðxÞ of ultrasound in soft tissue as a function of frequency follows the power law aðxÞ ¼ a 0 jxj y ;
(1)
with attenuation constant a 0 , power law exponent y, and angular frequency x. The phase velocity or dispersion cðxÞ satisfies 3
where c 0 is the sound speed at x ¼ 0 for 1 < y 2 and c 0 is the sound speed at x ¼ 1 for 0 y < 1. The parameter c 0 only appears in Eq. (2), but a 0 and y appear in both Eqs. (1) and (2) .
B. The Chen-Holm space-fractional wave equation
The space-fractional wave equation developed by Chen and Holm 7 is given by
where s ¼ 2a 0 c yÀ1 0 is the fractional relaxation time, 7 and t is the time in seconds. The first two terms in Eq. (3) are recognized as the lossless wave equation, and the third term, which contains a fractional Laplacian, produces power law attenuation. There is no known exact analytical closed-form time-domain Green's function for the Chen-Holm wave equation, so numerical evaluations are required.
To obtain an expression for time-domain Green's function calculations, the transfer function G(k, s) is derived by applying the negative of an impulsive forcing function to the right hand side of Eq. (3). This is followed by a Laplace transform in time, which is defined as L½hðtÞ ¼ Ð 1 0 À hðtÞdt, and a Fourier transform in spherically symmetric three dimensional (3D) space with r ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
, which is given by F½f ðrÞ ¼ ð4p=kÞ
Ð 1 0 f ðrÞ sinðkrÞrdr (where this is the same expression given on p. 342 of Bracewell 12 with the spatial frequency variable s replaced by k ¼ 2ps). Applying the differentiation properties of the Laplace (without initial conditions) and Fourier transforms, namely, L½ðd=dtÞhðtÞ ¼ sHðsÞ, L½ðd 2 =dt 2 ÞhðtÞ ¼ s 2 HðsÞ, and F½r 2 f ðrÞ ¼ Àk 2 FðkÞ, yields
Solving for G(k, s), multiplying the numerator and denominator by c 2 0 , and completing the square in the denominator produces the expression
The inverse Laplace transform of Eq. (5) iŝ
for k < ð2=ðsc 0 ÞÞ 1=ðyÀ1Þ , and
for k > ð2=ðsc 0 ÞÞ 1=ðyÀ1Þ . At k ¼ ð2=ðsc 0 ÞÞ 1=ðyÀ1Þ ,ĝðk; tÞ ¼ tc 2 0 e Àsk y c 2 0 t=2 uðtÞ, soĝðk; tÞ is continuous with respect to k and t. In all three of these expressions forĝðk; tÞ; uðtÞ is the unit step function, which guarantees that the time-domain response is equal to 0 for all times t < 0 and thatĝðk; tÞ is causal. The 3D time-domain Green's function in free space is then obtained from Ref. 12 (again with the spatial frequency variable s replaced by k ¼ 2ps):
The integral in Eq. (8) also contains the unit step function uðtÞ through the expressions forĝðk; tÞ, so the time-domain Green's function g(r, t) for the Chen-Holm space-fractional wave equation is causal. Although Eqs. (6) and (7) are analytical expressions, the time-domain Green's function g(r, t) in Eq. (8) is evaluated numerically. Approximate expressions for the phase velocity and attenuation are derived from the dispersion relation
with s ¼ 2a 0 c yÀ1 0 . After taking the square root of both sides of Eq. (9), factoring out x=c 0 on the right hand side, and keeping the first three terms in the binomial approximation, the wavenumber is rewritten as k % ðx=c 0 Þð1 þja 0 c yþ1 0 x À1 k y þ a 2 0 c 2yþ2 0
x À2 k 2y =2Þ. On the right hand side, k y and k 2y are replaced by the approximations ðx=c 0 Þ y ð1 þjya 0 c 0 x yÀ1 Þ and ðx=c 0 Þ 2y , respectively, and all third order and higher terms with respect to a 0 are discarded. The approximate phase velocity is then obtained from the real part of the wavenumber divided by x,
The approximate attenuation aðxÞ ¼ a 0 x y is obtained from the imaginary part of the resulting approximation for k, which is the same expression given in Eq. (1). In Treeby and Cox, 10 the attenuation for the Chen-Holm wave equation is also aðxÞ ¼ a 0 x y , but the approximate phase velocity for the Chen-Holm wave equation is instead expressed as cðxÞ % c 0 .
C. The Treeby-Cox space-fractional wave equation
Treeby and Cox 10 recognized that the Chen-Holm space-fractional wave equation correctly models the power law attenuation of Eq. (1) but that the dispersion for the Chen-Holm wave equation differs from the desired expression given in Eq. (2). To address this problem, Treeby and Cox inserted a second space-fractional term that accounts for the dispersion, and the resulting expression is given by 10
where s ¼ 2a 0 c yÀ1 0 and g ¼ 2a 0 c y 0 tan ðpy=2Þ. In Eq. (11), the third and fourth terms account for the effects of attenuation and dispersion, respectively. Similar to the Chen-Holm wave equation, there is no known exact analytical closedform time-domain Green's function for the Treeby-Cox wave equation, so numerical evaluations are required. As before, G(k, s) is derived by applying the negative of an impulsive forcing function to the right hand side of Eq. (11), followed by a Laplace transform in time and a Fourier transform in space. Solving for G(k, s), multiplying and dividing by c 2 0 , and completing the square in the denominator gives
After the inverse Laplace transform of Eq. (12) is evaluated, the result iŝ
for k < j, and The phase velocity and attenuation for the Treeby-Cox space-fractional wave equation are derived from the dispersion relation
starting with the assumption that the attenuation and dispersion are both small relative to x=c 0 . The binomial approximation is then applied to Eq. (15), and the first three terms are retained, yielding
On the right hand side of Eq. (16), k y and k yþ1 are replaced with the approximations ðx=c 0 Þ y ½1 þ ya 0 c 0 x yÀ1 ðj þ tan ðpy=2ÞÞ and ðx=c 0 Þ yþ1 ½1 þ ðy þ 1Þa 0 c 0 x yÀ1 ðj þ tanðpy=2ÞÞ, respectively, and all third order and higher terms with respect to a 0 are discarded. The approximate phase velocity is obtained from the real part of the wavenumber divided by x,
and the approximate attenuation is the imaginary part of the wavenumber,
Treeby and Cox 10 instead express the approximate phase velocity and attenuation for the Treeby-Cox wave equation as 1=cðxÞ % 1=c 0 þ tan ðpy=2Þa 0 x yÀ1 and aðxÞ % a 0 x y , respectively.
D. The power law wave equation
Equations (1) and (2) are exactly satisfied by the power law wave equation, 6 which is the time-fractional wave equation given by
The power law wave equation is time-fractional because the time derivative in the third term is not an integer-order derivative for all noninteger values of y between 0 and 2. The 3D frequency-domain Green's function for the power law wave equation in free space is 6
and the 3D time-domain Green's function for the power law wave equation in free space is 6
wheref y ½Á represents the probability density function (pdf) for a maximally skewed stable distribution with stability parameter y. For numerical calculations with Eq. (21), the stable pdf indicated is readily computed in Matlab with the STABLE toolbox. 19 
E. Definition of causality
Causality, as defined for signal analysis, 13 requires that the impulse response h(t) is equal to zero at all times prior to the application of an input at t ¼ 0. In other words, a causal system requires that the impulse response h(t) ¼ 0 at all times t < 0. In the context of acoustic wave propagation in lossy soft tissue, causality is described in terms of the time response of the time-domain Green's function 5 (or equivalently, the material impulse response function 4 ), where causality requires that the time-domain Green's function gðr; tÞ ¼ 0 for all times t < 0 for an input applied at time t ¼ 0.
III. METHODS
A. Dispersion relations
The attenuation and phase velocity of the power law wave equation are calculated with Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively. For the Chen-Holm and the Treeby-Cox spacefractional wave equations, there is no exact analytical solution for the complex wavenumber kðxÞ, so this quantity is calculated using the "fsolve" routine in Matlab. The Matlab "fsolve" routine applies the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to numerically determine the complex values of kðxÞ that satisfy the dispersion relations in Eqs. (9) and (15) using the initial value kðxÞ ¼ x=c 0 at each value of x. Once the numerical result is obtained, the attenuation aðxÞ is equal to the imaginary part of kðxÞ, and the reciprocal of the phase velocity 1=cðxÞ is equal to the real part of kðxÞ divided by x.
B. The Pantis method
Numerical calculations of the time-domain Green's function for the Chen-Holm and Treeby-Cox wave equations are challenging because Eq. (8) numerically evaluates a highly oscillatory improper integral. According to Davis and Rabinowitz (Ref. 14, p. 119) , "numerical integration of oscillatory integrands is beset with difficulties," which suggests that a numerical approach designed specifically for oscillatory improper integrals is required. The Pantis method 15, 16 provides an ideal solution to this problem, where the improper integral in Eq. (8) is rewritten as the sum of a proper integral and an improper integral according to 
The integral I 1 ðr; tÞ is evaluated with Filon's method, 14, 17, 18 which approximates kĝðk; tÞ with a piecewise second order polynomial. Filon's method is implemented through a Matlab routine from Ref. 18 , where the input parameters include the Matlab function handle, the lower and upper limits of integration, and the number of points at which the integrand is evaluated. Each numerical evaluation of I 1 ðr; tÞ with Filon's method is calculated with 70 000 abscissas, which is sufficient for convergence at all temporal and spatial points evaluated here for both breast and liver. After integrating by parts and recognizing that ½kĝðk; tÞ j k¼1 ¼ 0, the integral I 2 ðr; tÞ over the upper subinterval is rewritten as
For these calculations, m is an odd integer, and only the first term in Eq. (25) is retained. Thus, I 2 ðr; tÞ % Àmpĝðmp=r; tÞ=r 2 , which is an effective approximation for these calculations when m is sufficiently large and when the contribution from I 2 ðr; tÞ is relatively small. Also, when m is an odd integer, the second term in Eq. (25) disappears, and when m is odd, I 1 ðr; tÞ is consistently positive for the expressions considered here. An odd value of m is advantageous for these calculations because an even value of m can yield a negative value for I 1 ðr; tÞ, which is undesirable because gðr; tÞ ! 0 for all values of r and t. The value m ¼ 1601 yields effective results for all (r, t) pairs evaluated here. Also, to avoid problems with numerical overflow when the argument of the sinhðÁÞ function grows large, exp ðÀaÞsinhðbÞ is instead calculated using ðe bÀa À e ÀbÀa Þ=2.
C. Time windows for computed time-domain Green's functions
The start and end times for all time-domain Green's function calculations are adjusted manually for each location such that each waveform fills a significant portion of the time window. For both the Chen-Holm wave equation and the Treeby-Cox wave equation, gðr; tÞ ¼ 0 at t ¼ 0 becausê gðk; tÞ ¼ 0 for all values of k when t ¼ 0, which is the analytical result obtained through direct substitution of t ¼ 0 into Eqs. (6) and (7) and Eqs. (13) and (14) . The unit step function uðtÞ guarantees thatĝðk; tÞ ¼ 0 for all t < 0, so gðr; tÞ ¼ 0 for all t < 0 in the Chen-Holm and Treeby-Cox wave equations. For the power law wave equation, the time-domain Green's function is calculated in Matlab with the STABLE toolbox, 19 which numerically evaluates the expression for the stable pdf in Eq. (21) . The time window defined for time domain Green's function calculations very close to the source includes negative time values to capture any noncausal components of the response in these locations. In all plots, the arrival time r=c 0 in a lossless medium is also indicated to provide a time reference. Figures 1(a) and 1(c) also indicate that the phase velocity of the Chen-Holm wave equation is not quite equal to c 0 because cðxÞ increases slightly as the frequency increases. In addition, Fig. 1(b) shows that the attenuation predicted by the Chen-Holm wave equation follows the power law indicated by Eq. (1) very closely in breast. 17) and (18) closely match the numerical values obtained from Eq. (15) . Figure 2 also shows that the phase velocity and attenuation curves are similar for the power law wave equation and the Treeby-Cox wave equation; however, there is a small but noticeable difference between these curves that is associated with the higher order terms on the right hand side of Eqs. (17) and (18) . In addition, Fig. 2(b) indicates that the difference between the attenuation for the Treeby-Cox wave equation and the power law wave equation increases slightly as the frequency grows larger.
IV. RESULTS
A. Phase velocity and attenuation in breast and liver
B. Time-domain Green's functions calculated for breast
To demonstrate some of the similarities and differences between these three fractional wave equations evaluated at various distances, Fig. 3 shows the time-domain Green's functions multiplied by 4pr for the power law wave equation in each successive subfigure. For example, the peaks in Fig.  3(a) are all approximately 4 Â 10 11 s À1 , and the peaks in Fig. 4 , the three time-domain Green's functions are evaluated at r ¼ 100 zm, r ¼ 1 am, r ¼ 10 am, r ¼ 100 am, r ¼ 100 lm, r ¼ 1 mm, r ¼ 1 cm, and r ¼ 10 cm. The units defined for the horizontal axis in Fig. 4 are yoctoseconds (ys or 10 À24 seconds), zeptoseconds (zs or 10 À21 seconds), nanoseconds (ns), or microseconds (ls). In Fig. 4 , the first row of subfigures shows that at relatively short distances, the time-domain Green's functions for the power law wave equation, the Chen-Holm wave equation, and the Treeby-Cox wave equation are again all noticeably different. Figure 4(a) shows that the time-domain Green's function for the power law wave equation is noncausal at r ¼ 100 zm since this time-domain Green's function is clearly nonzero before time t ¼ 0. However, the time-domain Green's functions for the Chen-Holm wave equation and the Treeby-Cox wave equation are both causal as these are consistently equal to zero for all times t 0. The amplitudes of the Green's functions for these three wave equations are again similar in each individual subfigure, and the amplitudes again decrease by a significant amount in each successive subfigure. For instance, the peaks in Fig. 4(a) are all approximately 2 Â 10 22 s À1 , and the peaks in Fig. 4(b indicate that the amplitudes of the time-domain Green's functions for these three fractional wave equations decrease with frequency as the distance increases due to the effect of attenuation. Also, the amplitudes of the time-domain Green's functions for these three wave equations are all very similar at all distances in both breast and liver. The slopes of the amplitudes in Fig. 5(a) and 5(c) are À0.6677 and À0.8790, respectively, where the absolute values of these two quantities are approximately equal to the reciprocals of the power law exponents in breast and liver, respectively. Figure 6 indicates that the convolution results for the power law wave equation and the Treeby-Cox wave equation are nearly indistinguishable for pulses with f 0 ¼ 7:5 MHz and f 0 ¼ 29 MHz while the convolution results for the Chen-Holm wave equation evaluated at these two frequencies contain a significant time delay because of the substantial difference in the phase velocity. Figure 7 shows the results obtained when a three cycle Hanning-weighted pulse is convolved with time-domain Green's functions for the power law wave equation (solid With regards to the causality of the Chen-Holm and Treeby-Cox wave equations, the presence of the unit step (or Heaviside) function u(t) in each time-domain Green's function definitively establishes the causality of these space-fractional wave equations in terms of the definition provided in Sec. II E. Interestingly, this means that two different causal models with fractional Laplacians describe the power law attenuation observed in soft tissue. This is possible because the attenuations of these two space-fractional models differ slightly [see Eqs.
(1) and (18) ], and the corresponding phase velocities also differ slightly [see Eqs. (2), (10), and (17)].
B. Noncausal versus nonlocal
Reference 11 treats noncausality and nonlocality as equivalent notions, although noncausality and nonlocality are two completely different concepts. In a causal system, the effect never precedes the cause, 24 whereas nonlocal behavior describes memory effects. 25 Causality, as defined in Sec. II E, strictly describes the time response of a system, whereas locality is equally applicable to the temporal and spatial responses. A system that is nonlocal in time depends on the past states, 26 whereas a system that is nonlocal in space describes long-range spatial interactions. 27 Timefractional derivatives in lossy wave equations describe temporal memory, 28 and space-fractional derivatives (including fractional Laplacians) are nonlocal operators that are averaged over space. 25 Both time-fractional and space-fractional models are equally applicable to lossy wave propagation in medical ultrasound, and time-and space-fractional models are also closely connected for the fractional advectiondispersion equation. 29 Nevertheless quadrature, is able to consistently generate the correct result when applied to Eq. (8) . Although Filon's formula provides an effective method for evaluating definite integrals with oscillatory integrands, Filon's formula alone is often insufficient when applied to the improper integral in Eq. (8) because the upper limit of integration is infinite and because the envelope of the integrand decays slowly. This problem is solved when Filon's formula is combined with the Pantis method, 15, 16 which consistently converges to the correct result for all of the parameter combinations evaluated here. To establish numerical convergence at a given distance, the result is compared to the value obtained with twice as many Filon abscissas and a value for m that is twice as large. For these evaluations, if the Euclidean norm of the difference between the two results is within 1 Â 10 À3 , then the results are sufficiently close and convergence is achieved. Figures 3 and 4 show that the amplitudes are similar for all three Green's functions in each subfigure. The amplitudes for all three of these Green's functions are proportional to the scale factor ða 0 rÞ À1=y , which was also demonstrated for the three time-fractional wave equations evaluated in Zhao and McGough. 5 The peak values are all about the same for each subplot in Figs. 3 and 4 and in Figs. 5(a) and 5(c), which confirms that the attenuation is approximately the same in all three of these fractional wave equations. Figures  3 and 4 also indicate that the time-domain Green's functions for the Treeby-Cox wave equation and the power law wave equation converge to the same result at longer distances. The temporal spreading is also about the same for all three of these fractional wave equations, as shown in Figs. 5(b) and 5(d), where the amount of temporal spreading is determined by the factor ða 0 rÞ 1=y that appears in the argument of the stable distribution in Eq. (21) . Since the attenuations of all three fractional wave equations are about the same, this suggests that the attenuation aðxÞ is primarily responsible for both the decay in the peak values and the amount of temporal waveform spreading in these three fractional wave equations, whereas the phase velocity cðxÞ, particularly the first nonconstant term in the series approximation for cðxÞ, is responsible for the "skew" or (a)symmetry in each of the time-domain Green's functions shown in Figs. 3 and 4 .
D. The effect of attenuation and phase velocity on calculations of time-domain Green's functions
E. Intended applications
The approach introduced in Sec. III B evaluates timedomain Green's functions of space-fractional wave equations at a single point in space quickly and efficiently, which is advantageous for several different types of calculations and comparisons. For example, this approach facilitates comparisons between time-domain Green's functions for spacefractional and time-fractional wave equations, as demonstrated in Figs. 3 and 4 . Comparisons with other time-fractional wave equations such as the Szabo wave equation 3, 31 and the Caputo wave equation 32 are also enabled by these calculations, as are validations of calculations with 3D FFTs (Ref. 30 ) and calculations in k-Wave. 33 Furthermore, comparisons between diffraction patterns for different transducer and material parameters is now possible by superposing contributions from time-domain Green's functions for both space-fractional and time-fractional wave equations, which we ultimately expect to integrate into FOCUS, the "Fast Object-oriented Cþþ Ultrasound Simulator." 34 We also expect to find these calculations useful for modeling power law attenuation in shear waves. 8 
VI. CONCLUSION
Phase velocities and attenuation values were evaluated over a range of ultrasound frequencies, and time-domain Green's functions were calculated for the Chen-Holm, Treeby-Cox, and power law wave equations in breast and liver. In addition, the amplitudes and FWHM values of the time-domain Green's functions for these three fractional wave equations were calculated, and three-cycle Hanning-weighted pulses at two different center frequencies were convolved with the time-domain Green's functions for three fractional wave equations. An additional term was derived for the power series that describes cðxÞ for the Chen-Holm wave equation, and additional terms were derived for the power series that describe cðxÞ and aðxÞ for the Treeby-Cox wave equation, where these new power series match the results obtained by numerically evaluating the dispersion relation more closely than previous approximations. Causality was also demonstrated analytically in the time domain for both the Chen-Holm and Treeby-Cox wave equations. The Pantis method was introduced as an effective approach for evaluating the highly oscillatory improper integrals that arise in numerical calculations of the time-domain Green's functions for the Chen-Holm and Treeby-Cox space-fractional wave equations. The time-domain Green's functions for all three time-domain Green's functions show a similar amount of temporal spreading and amplitude reduction, but the time-domain Green's functions for the Treeby-Cox and power law wave equations are skewed whereas the time-domain Green's function for the Chen-Holm wave equation is symmetric. Thus, the Chen-Holm and Treeby-Cox space-fractional wave equations both demonstrate approximately the same amount of attenuation and waveform spreading, but the phase velocities, timedomain Green's functions, and convolution results obtained with these time-domain Green's functions all differ significantly. Also, although the attenuation and phase velocity for the Treeby-Cox and power law wave equation differ slightly, the time-domain Green's functions and the convolution results obtained with the Green's functions for these two fractional wave equations converge to the same result.
